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Introduction: 

This pack is designed to supplement a visit to Perth Museum and Art Gallery to visit 

the ‘Edge of Frontier’ exhibition. But it can also be used as a stand alone for ideas to 

supplement a topic about the Romans in Scotland. 

It is intended to support First and Second Levels of the Curriculum for Excellence, 

but could be adapted for use in other levels. 

The pack is split into 3 sections: 

1. Meeting the Past - Background notes to help those teachers less familiar with 

the Roman era in Scotland. We have covered topics such as ‘The Roman 

Army’, ‘A Soldier’s Life’, ‘Scotlands’ People’ and ‘Food and Family’. 

2. Investigating the Past – suggested activities to encourage students to use 

critical thinking and analytical skills to explore a historical topic. 

3. Recreating the Past – suggested activities to encourage students to use 

creative and artistic skills to reimagine objects from the past. 

‘Edge of Empire’ is a temporary exhibition at Perth Museum and Art Gallery, running 

from October 2021 – February 2022. It explores what life was like for Roman and 

Celtic people living on the north-western edge of the Roman Empire. The story of 

global and local, of the interaction between Roman and Celtic speaking people of 

North Britain. 

The exhibition uses a mixture of Roman artefacts excavated all around Perth and 

Kinross, as well as maps, film and interactives to help people explore the key 

themes. 

Entry is free. Please check the CPK website for opening times at: 

https://www.culturepk.org.uk/museums-galleries/ 

 

 

 

https://www.culturepk.org.uk/museums-galleries/
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Section 1 – Meeting the Past 

These notes are designed to complement the information in the exhibition and 

provide a wider context for some of the themes you might be exploring as part of 

this topic. It focuses on Scotland which had quite a different experience of Roman 

life to the rest of Britain. 

Contents: 

1. The Force behind the Empire – The Roman Army 

2. Soldiers of the Empire – A soldier’s life. 

3. Scotland’s People – Celtic life and living 

4. Families, food and fun – Roman life  

 

References: 

This information was gathered from the following sources: 

• Kamm, A (2011) ‘The Last Frontier – The Roman Invasion of Scotland’ Neil 

Wilson Publishing, Glasgow. 

• Lecture by Dr Rebecca Jones (2021) ‘Roman Camps in Scotland’. Dr Jones is 

Head of Archaeology and World Heritage at Historic Environment Scotland. 

• Jones, A (1990) ‘Ancient Rome – DK Eyewitness’, Dorling Kindersley, London. 

• The Antonine Wall – Frontiers of the Roman Empire (2021) 

https://www.antoninewall.org/about-the-wall/the-romans-in-

scotland#:~:text=The%20Romans%20first%20invaded%20Britain,control%20

of%20much%20of%20Scotland. 

• BBC Bitesize (2021) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/zxv6pv4 

• Top 10 Roman Scotland sites – www.historyscotland.com 

• Images of Roman remains in Scotland - https://canmore.org.uk/gallery/634146 

• Roman food (2021) https://www.bbc.com/travel/article/20210719-what-did-the-

ancient-romans-eat 

• Roman food (2021) https://www.historyhit.com/what-did-the-romans-eat-food-

and-drink-in-ancient-times/ 

  

https://www.antoninewall.org/about-the-wall/the-romans-in-scotland#:~:text=The%20Romans%20first%20invaded%20Britain,control%20of%20much%20of%20Scotland
https://www.antoninewall.org/about-the-wall/the-romans-in-scotland#:~:text=The%20Romans%20first%20invaded%20Britain,control%20of%20much%20of%20Scotland
https://www.antoninewall.org/about-the-wall/the-romans-in-scotland#:~:text=The%20Romans%20first%20invaded%20Britain,control%20of%20much%20of%20Scotland
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zqtf34j/articles/zxv6pv4
http://www.historyscotland.com/
https://canmore.org.uk/gallery/634146
https://www.bbc.com/travel/article/20210719-what-did-the-ancient-romans-eat
https://www.bbc.com/travel/article/20210719-what-did-the-ancient-romans-eat
https://www.historyhit.com/what-did-the-romans-eat-food-and-drink-in-ancient-times/
https://www.historyhit.com/what-did-the-romans-eat-food-and-drink-in-ancient-times/
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1. The Force behind the Empire: 

The Roman Army 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Army was the secret of the Roman Empire’s success. It’s size and 

structure meant it was a force to be reckoned with for any tribe who came 

up against it.  

 

 Organisation and structure were its foundation and allowed the Army to 

expand into and dominate Europe and beyond for over 1200 years. 

  

 The Army’s successes helped build one of the first superpowers of the 

world, taking control of the whole of modern day Europe, Northern Africa 

and the Middle East. 

 

 The Army was made up of professional soldiers called ‘legionaries’. They 

were professional soldiers and Roman citizens but might have come from 

all over the Empire. There were also ‘auxiliaries’. They were from recently 

conquered tribes so they were not Roman citizens. They earned less, had a 

simpler uniform and would be in more frontline positions than legionaries. 

They could though earn Roman citizenship on their retirement.  

 

The Roman Army 

Legions 

Cohorts 

Centuries 

Soldiers – Legionnaries 

or Auxiliaries 
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 The bulk of the army was made up of infantry men. But there were also 

smaller cavalry units (soldiers on horseback), and artillery (bigger war 

weapons) divisions too.  

 

 Although some of the larger siege engines might have been too 

cumbersome in Scotland’s unchartered terrain, there might have used a 

weapon called a ‘ballista’ which was a crossbow like weapon which could 

fire a bolt or stone at huge speeds, fatally wounding the enemy.  

 

 Two other important roles within the legion were the standard bearers and 

horn players. The standard bearers, would march holding the standard for 

the whole legion. The standard was a rallying point for soldiers during battle 

but also a great source of pride and identity, protected at all costs. A 

standard bearer would not only carry the standard but would wear an 

animal skin over his uniform – making him larger than life and a strong and 

terrifying sight. 

 

 Horn players were used to communicate messages to soldiers in battle. 

Different sounds and rhythms would tell soldiers what to do in the heat of 

battle and could mean the difference between success and failure. 

 

Structure: 

 The size and structure of the Army changed over the course of the Empire, 

but there are 3 key structures to be aware of: 

 

o Legions – The Roman Army was split into a varying amount of 

Legions throughout the Empire’s existence. They can be thought of 

as similar to today’s ‘regiments’. A legion would contain anything from 

4-6000 men. 

 

o Cohorts – Each legion was split into cohorts. Each cohort would 

consist of around 480 men. There could be up to 10 cohorts to a 
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legion. In today’s army you might think of these as like ‘battalions’.  

The more experienced soldiers would be in the 1st cohort which would 

be bigger than all the rest, down to less experienced ones further 

down.  

 

o Centuries – Each cohort was made up of ‘centuries’, commanded by 

a centurion. Each century contained 80 men and was commanded by 

an officer or ‘Centurion’. This group might be thought of today as a 

‘platoon’.  

 

o Contubernium - Finally, each century would split soldiers into groups 

of 8, know as a contubernium. These men would share a tent, cook 

together, work together and fight together. 

 

 Each of these groups would have been commanded by a leader with a 

particular rank. This kind of structure is still fundamental to armies today 

and ensures discipline and order….and a very effective fighting force! 
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2. Soldiers of the Empire:  

Daily life for Roman soldiers. 

 

• It is possible that at its peak there were nearly 450,000 men in the Roman 

Army, spread out around the Empire. 

 

• Young Roman citizens could be as young as 17 years old when they joined 

up. They would sign up for 25 years and on retirement be gifted a piece of 

land. 

 

• Soldiers had to be fit but also able to turn their hands to many skills; Roman 

soldiers not only marched and fought, but also built roads and buildings along 

the way too! 

 

• As the Romans first marched into Scottish territory they set up camps each 

night. This would have involved digging a defensive ditch around the site, then 

setting up living and eating quarters. Eight men would share a leather tent, 

cooking and eating together. 

 

• The movement of the Army into Scotland would have been quite a sight. 

Thousands of foot soldiers, all clad in armour of some kind, accompanied by 

standard bearers, trumpeters, cavalry and a procession of mules carrying 

heavy domestic and military equipment might have been intimidating to tribes 

who had no such fighting structures in their culture. 

 

• The impact the Army made as it travelled into Scotland would have been 

huge. Not only were they setting out to control the tribes they encountered and 

be seeking their submission and cooperation, they also needed to feed their 

troops. Thousands of men descending on land near a small community would 

have meant crops were devoured and lifestock taken for meat. 
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• As today, each soldier would carry their own kit – weapons and armour – but 

also daily living items – cooking pans, eating and drinking utensils, sleeping 

mat, cloak and so on. 

 

• Most soldiers would form part of the infantry, so foot soldiers. Legionaries 

were Roman citizens, professional, well trained and fit. Auxiliaries were also 

paid but not as much and were not Roman citizens but part of recently 

defeated tribes. They could earn Roman citizenship by joining the Roman 

army. 

 

• Some of the main features of a legionaries uniform were: 

 

o Weapons – Legionaries were well equipped with weaponry. They might 

carry a ‘pilum’ or javelin. This could be thrown from a distance and was 

designed to bend at the tip so was less effective if thrown back! Then 

there was the sword or ‘gladius’. This was used at close range. Even 

closer range was needed for the use of the dagger or ‘pugio’. 

 

o Armour – a legionary might wear a full suit of armour over his torso 

along with a helmet. The armour would be in plates for ease of 

movement but was so heavy they had to help each other into it. The 

helmet was designed to allow the wearer to hear, but also to protect the 

cheeks, neck and upper head. Officers would have a crest on theirs 

making them easier for their men to spot them in battle. 

 

o Sandals – a Roman soldier would march many miles a day, often for 

many days. Their foot wear was a leather sandal with metal studs in the 

soles for grip. The leather was open at the top to allow for ventilation but 

also for rain to escape.  
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o Shield – a legionaries’ shield was semi-circular in design to deflect 

weapons thrown at them. They would always have been carried on the 

left hand side of the body. Often red in colour they would be painted with 

powerful symbolic images – lightening bolts, wings etc. The ‘boss’ in the 

middle was a metal dome, designed to protect the user’s hand but could 

also be used as a weapon at close hand! 

 

• Auxiliaries would wear a more basic uniform – a tunic and trousers made of 

leather or wool, chain mail and a shield. Their helmet would be similar to a 

legionaries. They would often have specialist skills such as horsemanship and 

archery.  

 

• Auxiliary – means to ‘help’ and the auxiliaries’ job was to support the 

legionaries in battle, fighting up front or alongside and supporting them on 

horseback or archery. 
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3. Scotland’s People: 

Celtic life and living. 

 

Who was here? 

The Romans arrived in Briton, during what we now call ‘the Iron Age’. This had 

begun in around 800BC and is so named because of the widespread use of iron for 

tools and weapons. The people living in Scotland during this time were part of a 

network of tribes, often known collectively as the Celts, but called ‘Caledonians’ by 

the Romans.  

Although people living in Briton during that time would have lived in small tribal 

communities, there was a network of links between them stretching to the Middle 

East and Europe. Based on trade, this meant that language, customs and 

information would have moved between each other, and goods traded with one 

another.  

With no tradition of writing until much later, we have to use material evidence and 

accounts from others (often the Romans) to work out what these people were like – 

their living arrangements, customs and beliefs.  

Although it is thought that people have lived in Scotland for many 1000’s of years, 

moving around the land to survive, by the time the Romans arrived, people were 

settled, living in groups for safety and security, farming cereals and grains, rearing 

livestock and using the rivers and sea for transport and food. 

What kind of houses did people live in? 

Roundhouses are most commonly linked to iron age times and evidence for them 

has been found throughout Britain. Made with walls of stone with a thatched roof 

supported by a timber frame,  they were often clustered together for safety, perhaps 

behind defences all to protect them from attacks from other tribes.  
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People living near the lochs might have also lived in a crannog. Lots of these large 

roundhouses built over water have been found in Scotland and Europe. They may 

have been lived in my leaders of communities or large extended families. Their 

position over the water could have been for better protection but also emphasises 

the importance of water for food, transport and communication. 

Another building more unique to Scotland were brochs; perhaps less common than 

other buildings they would nonetheless have looked impressive. Tall and circular, 

these towers were made of stone with several floors inside them for accommodation 

and living. They would probably have been lived in by the most powerful people in a 

community and would perhaps have been surrounded by smaller roundhouses. 

How did people live? 

Whatever the home, the fire would have been a central point. It provided heat, light, 

a place for cooking and a focal point to work, and share stories and knowledge.  

People’s main jobs were to farm the land and ensure there was enough food to eat 

all year round. This might mean rearing livestock – pigs and sheep, but also growing 

cereal crops too – barley, wheat. Hunting for deer or boar and fishing for cod or 

salmon, gathering shellfish and nuts and berries would also have supplemented 

their diet. 

On top of that everything had to be made from scratch or traded for from elsewhere. 

Eating and cooking equipment, clothes, tools, food preparation, jewellery and 

weapons all had to be made or bought.  

Clothes would be made either of wool, linen or animal skins. Spinning and weaving 

was used to make woollen clothes, which could also be dyed using natural 

materials. Animals skins could be used for clothes or bed coverings, or turned into 

leather goods too. 

Food had to be prepared and cooked. Barley was used to bulk out stews and broths, 

but meat was a big feature of their diet. Mead or beer would have been made to 

drink. 
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Jewellery developed as something to trade with gaining items that were not 

produced in Scotland. Brochs to fasten cloaks, pins, bracelets and neck rings or 

‘torque’s’ would also show people how wealthy and important you were. Any added 

decoration to ordinary items – pottery, mirror handles, knife handles, scabbards – 

would also let people know that you were wealthy. 

Fighting and battles were also a reality in these communities. Tribes would fight 

each other for space and land, or rights to trade. There were also incomers such as 

the Romans. The Romans recorded the Celts style of battle as being very different 

to theirs – a focus on individual combat with swords rather than ranks or orderly 

soldiers – chiefs riding in on horse driven chariots, loud, raucous battle cries and 

warriors with painted bodies. Trumpets and horns would have added to the mayhem 

of battle. 

Chiefs would lead tribes of people who lived and worked together. There seems to 

have been more equality between men and women than in Roman society with it 

being possible for women to own property and to be chief of a tribe. 

Druids, seers and bards were also important people within a community. Druids 

were the religious priests of their day – the person who would act as a go-between 

between the gods and goddesses and ordinary people. Seers could see into the 

future and find explanations for natural events. And bards were entertainers and 

storytellers but in a culture where writing wasn’t used they were crucial to passing 

on the history and values of their people. 

What did people look like? 

We don’t have many pictures of people from 2000 years ago, living in Scotland. We 

do have sculptures of battles with Celtic tribes, etched into Roman triumphal 

columns and also accounts written by Roman historians. They called the tribes 

‘barbarians’ to mark them out from Roman citizens and thought of them as 

aggressive but skilled fighters, so skilled that they would often recruit them as 

auxiliaries from tribes that had been subdued. 
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Men and women would have worn cloaks, often fastened with a broach or pin. 

Woollen trousers for men and a linen tunic for both might have been worn 

underneath. 
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4. Families and Food: 

The Roman way of life 

 

Food and feasting 

Romans loved their food and the wealthy could feast for hours! But many of the 

foods we eat today, and associate with Italy – pizza, tomatoes, pasta, aubergines 

and courgettes had yet to be discovered. Potatoes also did not become a part of the 

diet until much later and nor did cane sugar so honey was the main sweetener. 

A staple food was bread, eaten by all classes. Wheat was used to make the bread, 

or bran which was cheaper. All sorts of shapes and sizes and differing ingredients 

would have brought variety to the kinds of breads that could be baked or bought. 

The quality of bread depended on the grinding technique used and how finely the 

grain was ground. Very course grain could end up wearing teeth away over time! 

Romans could buy bread from bakeries in towns or bake their own if they had an 

oven. 

You may well have heard of dormice being a particular delicacy of the 

Romans….and it was…but probably only amongst the rich. Most ordinary people 

had a much simpler diet of basic grains (spelt, corn, millet, barley) along with pulses 

and beans, vegetables (cabbage, garlic, onions, leeks, broccoli, carrots, parsnip and 

more) and fruit and honey for sweetness. 

Meat was a mix of farmed animals such as lamb, mutton or goat and then hunted 

game – deer and wild boar – and a big variety of birds. Seafood would also have 

been eaten when near the coast or rivers. 

The Romans embraced flavour and would have made sauces and used herbs and 

some spices in their food, publishing recipe books even. Pepper was the first spice 

to be brought across from India, and lemons from the Middle East became popular 

too.  
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A particularly favourite sauce was a fish sauce called ‘garum’ which would have 

been a staple addition to foods for flavour. It was made from dried fish guts and salt. 

An equivalent today might be soy sauce or Worcestershire sauce. 

The main meal of the day was the evening meal or ‘cena’, and for wealthy Roman 

citizens this could be quite an event, lasting for many hours and involving many 

people. Guests would lie on couches organised around a central table, eating mainly 

with their hands. Slaves would bring in dishes of food, wash guest’s hands and clear 

up dishes.  

Family 

Family was important to Romans, although girls and boys had quite different 

experiences. There were also differences between wealthy people and ordinary 

people. 

Boys were more likely to go to school and learn to read, write and do maths. Girls 

were more likely to perhaps have an early education but then learn skills from their 

mother at home. 

Childhood was short in Roman life, just as life in general did not last as long as it 

does for us today. From aged eight onwards children were expected to play a part in 

the care of the household – do chores, tend for animals etc.  

By twelve or thirteen girls might marry and by fourteen boys were considered adults. 

At this age boys would take part in a ceremony where they exchanged their 

childhood tunic and the bulla (a kind of locket given to babies when they were born) 

for an adult toga. 

But children did have toys to play with too. Marbles, dolls and toy chariots have 

been found so there must have been time to play. 
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Section 2 – Investigating the Past – Ideas for activities. 

This section focuses on some of the specific skills used when investigating the past 

– particularly when physically excavating objects, and then researching their stories. 

By engaging in these activities pupils can: 

• Practice planning, recording, measuring, critical thinking, problem solving and 

analysing skills in a different context. 

• Can explore the kind of jobs involved in investigating the past and working in 

museums and the creative industries.  

• These skills tie in well with Social Studies – People, Place and Societies 

benchmarks (SOC 1-01a/2-01a, 1-02a/2-02a), as well as provide opportunities 

to develop STEM skills in ‘inquiry and investigative’ skills and ‘analytical 

thinking’. 
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Idea 1 – Do Archaeology! 

 

 

This activity aims to provide pupils with a taste of archaeology and the processes 

involved in taking part in a dig. 

Equipment you will need: 

• A ‘dig pit’ – this could be an outdoor space such as a sand pit or a raised 

bed. Or for indoors it could be a large flat container with soil/sawdust/sand 

(see image above) For a large class you may need several ‘dig pits’ or split the 

class into groups and supervise one group at a time. 

• Objects to uncover – small everyday objects. Depends on the size of your 

‘dig pit’. Either pick random objects or choose a context/scenario and hide 

related objects – i.e. objects you might find on a beach, in a child’s bedroom, 

in a park etc. This could lead to discussions about the objects and how they 

link together. 

• Digging tools – toothbrushes are great to promote care. 

• A ‘find’s table’ – in a separate area place your recording equipment – 

measuring tape/ruler, pencil, magnifying glasses, finds recording sheet (see 

Appendix 1) 
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• Background to Archaeology (see Appendix 2) – we’ve made some 

suggestions on the next page. 

Method: 

Set up 2 areas – your ‘dig pit’ and your ‘finds table’. 

 

In your dig pit you should hide the objects you want to be found and place the 

tools for digging beside the pit. 

 

In your finds area you should place your recording equipment and finds 

sheets. 

 

In small groups ask the children to brush the surface of the ‘earth’ carefully, 

pushing it aside looking for objects. It’s really important that they do this 

carefully and slowly or they may destroy their evidence! 

 

 

When each person has found an object they then need to fill in a finds sheet 

for each object. This involves drawing it, measuring it and noting any detail in  

it. 

 

When the whole group is finished, bring them together to discuss their objects. What 

information can these ‘finds’ provide? Can it tell them what people have been doing 

at this site? 
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Idea 2 – History Detectives 

 

This activity aims to encourage pupils to think critically about objects and the 

information that they reveal about the people who they belong to. 

Equipment you will need: 

• Prompt questions for the group (see Appendix 3) 

• 2 groups of objects/images (see image above and Appendix 4) 

• The first group should be an assortment of everyday objects relating to a 

person’s life today. Try to include something that might indicate: 

• The size of the person – sock/jumper, shirt 

• Whether they are a child or an adult 

• Something that indicates an aspect of their appearance – 

watch/glasses case 

• Something that indicates something about their character – 

hobbies, sports they play, book they are reading….etc. 

• The second group should be Roman or Celtic objects (you can borrow Roman 

loan boxes from Perth Museum or use images in Appendix 4) 

• A box/bag to put each set of objects in, so that they can be revealed one by 

one. 

• Prepare your class – we’ve added few suggestions – see Appendix 5. 
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Method: 

This activity is designed as a whole class activity. It is a good way of 

introducing a new historical topic, such as the Romans and Celts. 

 

To get the discussions started begin with your first bag/box which should be 

filled with familiar objects from the present day. 

 

Reveal the objects one by one by asking a volunteer to pick on at random. 

Encourage them to show the class and identify it if they can. 

 

Use the object to initiate a discussion about what this object might tell us about 

the person it belonged to. Note down any ideas. 

 

Go through each object in the bag encouraging more and more speculation 

about the belongings and build up a picture of who might have owned these 

objects. 

 

At the end of the session try to draw some conclusions about appearance, 

gender, age, likes. Encourage logical speculation based on the information 

they have, and raise questions about what they do know and don’t know. 

 

Repeat the exercise with the bag of objects from the past. Encourage 

confident speculation and the raising of questions that you want answered 

other sources….discuss where you might find more information – 

museum/websites etc. 
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Recreating the Past – Suggested activities. 

This section provides a couple of ideas to get crafty with the Romans topic. There 

are plenty more ideas available on the web so do get searching. 

By engaging in these activities pupils can: 

• Pupils will be able to create images and objects in different media. 

• Pupils can discuss and express their thoughts and ideas about experiences 

within the Roman and Celts topics through different media. 

• Pupils can use imagination and creative skills to solve design issues. 

• Pupils can create artwork that shows developing skills in using visual elements 

and concepts. 
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Idea 1 – Play with Clay 

 

The aim of this activity is to provide pupils with inspiration and tips when exploring 

the use of clay in Roman and Celtic everyday life. 

Equipment you will need: 

• Quick drying clay 

• Clay tools/pencils/sticks/straws 

• Pots of water 

• Table coverings 

• We’ve added a bit of information about the use of clay in Roman times on the 

next page. 

Here’s a little background information about the use of clay in Roman times: 

• Pottery was as useful to the Romans and Celts as plastic is to us – but more 

eco-friendly!  

• Clay is the material used to make pottery. It can be found in the ground all 

around the world but varies in quality and grade, so different clays would have 

been used for different purposes.  

• Clay varies in quality, as did the skills of the people who made it. Regions 

became known for their clay products, just like today. Gaul (modern day 

France) became a centre of Samian ware production for example. Samian 

ware is the name given to red-gloss pottery. Many examples have been found 

in Scotland. 

• Clay has been used in the past to build houses, make floors for Roman forts 

and villas, to make pots for cooking and storage as well as make beautiful 

pieces of art work – so it is very versatile! 

• As the Roman Empire was so massive pots made all around the Empire would 

have been bought and sold between people. Pots made in many different 

places have been found in Scotland by archaeologists. 
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• Pottery is a fantastic way of exploring all sorts of everyday aspects of life in 

Roman times. In the exhibition ‘Edge of Empire’ you will see plenty of different 

examples of pottery and its different uses. 

• Pottery objects were used for food preparation, for eating, for storage and 

transportation, for buildings and even for lighting. 

• Clay therefore provides a great opportunity for pupils to explore a material, 

and its capacities for use in everyday life. 
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Ideas for playing with clay: 

                         

 

  

1. Create a simple ‘pinch pot’ 

by pressing thumbs into the 

middle of a lump of clay to 

create a rounded pot. Don’t 

forget the decoration! 

 

2. Challenge pupils to add a spout 

that could will pour water into a 

cup without spilling. 

 

3. Challenge pupils to add a handle(s) to 

their pot. Success will depend on 

blending the handle clay well to the main 

pot, and getting the size of the handle 

right. 
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More ideas for playing with clay: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              

For a longer challenge pupils could be encouraged 

to create an oil lamp, Roman style from clay.  

The lamp will need: 

• A hole for the wick to touch the ‘fuel’ (a 

straw or pencil could be used to form 

the hole. 

• A ‘well’ for the fuel/oil to sit in. 

• A lid over the fuel, leaving a hole so 

that the well can be refilled. Make sure 

the lid is well blended with the base so 

that it attaches as it dries. 

• Decoration to make it unique to its 

owner. 

*** We recommend that the finished products are 

for display only and not to be lit!*** 
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Idea 2 – Make a Bulla. 

 

This activity provides an opportunity to talk about Roman childhood.  

 

Here’s a little background information about the bulla: 

• A bulla was a kind of locket or pouch, made of material or metal, given to 

Roman children when they were born. 

 

• This locket was meant to keep children safe and ward off evil spirits. 

 

• Girls would wear their bulla until they got married which could be from 12 

years onwards. They were then considered adults. 

 

• Boys wore their bulla until they came of age, a moment decided by their father, 

but probably between 14-16 years old. At this moment they swapped their 

childhood toga (toga praetexta) for an adult one (toga virilis). 

Equipment you will need: 

• Bulla template 

• Material – old t-shirts, felt or fabric are all fine 

• String/wool 

• Scissors 

• Paper 

Method: 

• Use the template to cut out a disc of material. 

• Pierce holes around the edge as shown on the template. 

• Thread wool/string through the holes, leaving enough string/wool to make a 

necklace once it is all pulled together. 
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• Write/draw a good luck charm/phrase on a piece of paper and put it in your 

pouch. 

• Pull the pouch together and tie it to make it into a necklace. 

Bulla template: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your bulla might look a bit like this: 
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Idea 3 – Make a Siege Weapon 

 

The aim of this activity is to enable discussion around design and application of 

siege weapons in the Roman Army.  

Equipment you will need: 

• 2 lollipop sticks 

• A marker pen 

• 2 small rubber bands 

• 1 milk bottle plastic lid, or similar 

• Sellotape or hot glue gun 

• Something to fire – a small rubber, soft ball etc. 

Method: 

• Stick the bottle lid to one end of one of lollipop sticks. 

• Tie a rubber band around both lollipop sticks, about 1 cm from one end. 

• Push the pen in between the lollipop sticks as far as it can go.  

• Now tie the other rubber band around the lollipop sticks, beside the pen. 

• Now when you place your ‘seige material’ in the bottle lid and push down and 

release the top lollipop stick it should fire it across the room. 

Your siege weapon could look a little bit like this: 
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Appendix 1: Investigating the Past – Do a Dig – Finds Sheet 

Your name: 

Edge of Empire Resource Pack 

Investigating the Past – Do a Dig Activity 

Finds Sheet 

Draw your object here.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Now measure your object. Mark the length and height on your picture and note them 

here. 

 

Length………..……..cm  Height…….……………cm   

 

What do you think your object is made of? 

 

Wood?  Plastic?    Metal? 

Clay?   Shell?   Something else?  

 

What else can you say about your object? – is it broken or complete? Does it have 

any moving parts?, do you know what it is? What colour is it? Is there writing on it? 
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Appendix Two - Archaeology – Frequently Asked Questions 

• A lot of the objects in museums today were found by archaeologists. Some of 

the greatest treasures in the world have been found through archaeology…. 

The golden treasures of Tutankhamun’s tomb, King Richard III of England who 

was found in car park by archaeologists in 2012, and the everyday lives of 

Vikings are just three examples. 

• Archaeologists search for clues or evidence about how people lived in the 

past, by looking for and then learning about the objects that they left behind. 

• These objects aren’t just lying around though! To find them you have to dig 

down into the ground. 

• Think of the ground as a kind of time machine. The earth you walk on today is 

in the present. As you dig down you go further back in time. If you dig deep 

enough you can find evidence from 1000s of years ago. (see image of a cross-

section of the ground – the further down you go the further back in time you 

are). 

• Archaeology requires many different skills. Firstly, you must be very gentle 

and patient in searching the earth for your evidence. Use your tools 

carefully…you don’t want to break the treasure!  

• If you find something, then it’s really important that you record what you find. 

Drawing it really helps you to think about what it looks like. Measuring it helps 

to record its size. Note down anything else at all you notice about it on the 

finds sheet. 
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Appendix Three – Prompt questions – History Detectives 

Encourage pupils to be speculative and ask any question that comes to mind, and 

any suggestion that comes to mind. Some questions pupils could ask of the objects 

they investigate: 

 

• What material is it made of? 

 

• What colour is it? 

 

 

• Is it decorated? 

 

• Are there any moving parts? 

 

 

• Does it have different parts to it – smoother/sharper, thinner/thicker etc.? 

 

• Is it complete or broken? 

 

 

• Are there any marks on it? 

 

• Is there any writing on it – if so does it tell you anything? 

 

 

• Do you recognise it? 

 

• If so, would you own it? 

 

 

• If not, who might own an object like this? 

 

• What might be the purpose of the object? 

 

 

Key question: 

• What does it tell us about the person who owned it? 
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Appendix 4 – Roman object images – History Detectives 

 

(Roman Sandals) 

 

(Roman food preparation bowl – Mortarium) 
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(Roman lamp) 

 

(Roman sword – Gladius) 
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(Strigil – Roman bathing tool) 

Additional information about the objects: 

Object 1 – Replica Roman sandals - These are replica Roman sandals, of the sort 

worn by legionaries in the Roman Army. They are made of leather with metal studs 

on the bottom for grip. The sandals are made of leather, with metal studs on the 

base to add grip. Roman soldiers could be expected to march 20 miles a day, but 

would also have built roads and buildings, and had to cook and feed themselves 

when on the move. 

Object 2 – Pottery bowl – This is a replica of a typical everyday bowl, used for 

eating or preparing food. When on the move soldiers would have carried their own 

basic equipment with them – saucepan, bowl, tent and sleeping mat. When in the 

fort or at home, meals might have been a lot more extensive, depending on your 

rank. 

Object 3 – Pottery lamp – with no electricity multiple ways were needed to find 

your way in the dark. These lamps would have been a common addition to any 

Roman home or building and were mass produced using moulds. They would have 

been filled with a liquid fuel – probably olive oil.  

Object 4 – Sword – this a replica Roman Army sword, worn by a legionary. It is 

called a ‘Gladius’ , is contained within a protective sheath and has as strap to wear it 
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around your waist. They were short swords, intended for close combat, and the last 

line of defence or attack for a soldier. 

Object 5 – Strigil – this is actually a cleaning device used by Romans in the bath 

house. This device, with a curved but blunt blade would have been used to scrape 

oil, grime and sweat from the body. The Roman bath system was highly developed 

and a very sociable event. People would move from room to room cleansing 

themselves, ending in a hot room where the steam would cause you to sweat and 

open your pores. You would cover yourself in oil and then use the strigil to scrape it 

all over, taking the dirt with it. 
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Appendix 5 – History Detectives – Background information 

• People who investigate the past – archaeologists and historians - are just like 

police detectives piecing together clues to solve a crime.  

• They need to use all sorts of clues or evidence to work out what really 

happened in the past, because the people who lived in the past are often not 

around anymore to tell them. 

• Evidence comes in all shapes and sizes. Think about what evidence or clues 

people might use to find out about you? Clothes and belongings can be great 

clues in finding out about people and how they live. It’s just the same for 

people who lived in the past. 

• This is especially the case when you’re trying to find out what life was like 

2000 years ago when the Romans and Celts lived in Scotland. Often though 

we only have a few pieces of evidence as much is destroyed over time. Don’t 

worry if you don’t have all the answers….it’s all about working together, asking 

questions and making your best guess based on your evidence. 

• You’re going to have a go at being detectives now. First have a practice at 

looking at objects you might recognise and then look at objects from the past. 

Don’t worry if you don’t recognise the objects, think about what you do 

recognise and go from there.  

• And don’t forget no question is silly….all questions lead to answers eventually 

– the more questions you ask the closer you’ll get to the truth! 

 

 

 

 

 

 


